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CELEBRATING ANNUAL EFFORTS IN A HOLY 

CONFERENCE 

 

After a busy schedule, delegates were now ready to go 

home to implement the resolutions. The only activities, 

which were left for the conference, were the baptism of 

children of the clergy family, ordination and Holy 

Communion.  

 
Five candidates for ordination 

 

During the day a 15 Resurrection Choir members led the 

clergy family in a procession. They managed to use their 

talents tactfully to steer the conference.   

 

As the proceedings of the day unfolded, Rev. Dr. 

Zebediah Marewangepo said, “I will do all what I can. If 

it means chopping off my head, let it be. I will defend this 

office to the last drop of my blood. It is of nobody to be a 

member of The United Methodist Church”, these were his 

last words of advice as he retires.  
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The Bishop highly recognized and commented highly the 

splendid work contributed to the church by the Murphree 

family. Their efforts dates back in 1920 when M. J. 

Murphree was send as a missionary. He gave birth to Rev. 

Dr. Marshall Murphree who took over the work of his 

father and contributed tremendously to the church.  

 
Rev. Dr. Marshall Murphree 

 

During baptism 17 children of the clergy family baptized. 

During the session, the Bishop joyfully announced a set of 

twins Divine Tinayeshe and Dylan Tawongaishe Chikuni 

born on the 28 May 2015 from Rev. Noah and Tazviona 

Martha Chikuni.   

 

Five ordinands went through a long awaited exciting 

process of ordination. As the Bishop was consecrated 

them he said, “Use the stole to bandage the wounds of 

the heart of the congregants as you perform various 

religious rites and ceremonies”.  

 

Amongst the ordinands was Sibongile Chikosi the only 

woman. Sibongile was ordained together with her brother 

Tedious.  

  

 
Wearing a stole to be used to bandage the wounds of the 

heart 

After ordination, the five served the delegates with Holy 

Communion.  

 

The conference was concluded by a send off message 

from the Bishop and he said, “Happiness surrounds us 

always but what destroys it is surrounding us as well. It 

only takes a word from the most trusted person to destroy 

the joy”. He encouraged all to guard jealously the moment 

of happiness.  
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LITURGIST: DS. REV. PORTIA KANOYANGWA 

 

DS. Rev. Portia Kanoyangwa 

 

PASTORAL PRAYER BY REV. JOSEPH CHIMBERENGWA 

 

Rev. Joseph Chimberengwa 

 

RESURRECTION CHOIR: TICHASANGANA 

KUDENGA  

 
Resurrection Choir 

APPRECIATION BY MR. SIMON MAFUNDA 

 
Mr. Simon Mafunda 
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Mr. Mafunda expressed joy for the day prepared by God. 

He thanked leaders from seven districts. Conference 

officials and leaders were as well appreciated. He went 

further to appreciate Evangelist Ellison Kamupira and the 

Lay leader for Ehnes Memorial Church Mr. Katsidzira. 

 

APPRECIATION BY MR. KATSIDZIRA 

 
Mr. Katsidzira 

 

He said that he was overjoyed by hosting a successful 

conference. He said the presence of church leadership has 

left footprints, which will last forever.  

 

ANNOUNCEMENTS BY REV. PEPUKAI CHIGWAYA 

WEDDING BELLS, WELLING BELLS 

 

Rev. Pepukai Chigwaya announced the wedding of  

Pastor Lorraine Chizengeni is wedding with Onward 

Anesu Bundo on 26 December at Kuwanzana UMC – 

Harare 

 

 
Pastor Lorraine Chizengeni – Marange District - 

Mukuni North Circuit  

 

APPRECIATION BY DS. REV. DANIEL CHITSIKU 

 

DS. Chitsiku thanked all the clergy family and their 

spouses for the support during the conference.  
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DS. Rev. Daniel Chitsiku 

 

He thanked the cabinet officials and their spouses for 

being there when needed most.  

 

He appreciated the Bishop and Amai for steering the 

conference to success.  

 

The 15 members of the Resurrection Choir were thanked 

for singing melodically.  

 

BIDING FAREWELL TO RETIRING REV. DR. 

ZEBEDIAH MAREWANGEPO BY DS. REV. JOSEPH 

BONGA 

 
DS. Rev.  Joseph Bonga 

 

In a dramatic imitation of what Rev. Marewangepo used 

to do during his time, DS. Bonga said he would say that, 

he wondered why people are saying that the church was 

not growing. He knew the church as Harare - Bulawayo 

District but now how many districts do we have? Do not 

talk what you do not know.  
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The delegates 

 

“Eeee Go away, I say go away”. 

 

“Bishop with the Cabinet leave it to the Administrative 

Assistants. We will look into it and feedback. You will 

make final decision after we look into it”. 

 

Mwana waMai Emuri is now retiring. As he retires, these 

are some of the things, which we will remember him.  

 

DS. Bonga said “We have learnt from him many things. 

May God guide you as you retire. As he retires, he will 

continue to work with us on different capacities for 

the glory of God”.   

 

AMEN. 

RETIRING REV. DR. ZEBEDIAH MAREWANGEPO 

 
Retiring Rev. Dr. Zebediah Marewangepo listening to a 

message from friends. 

 

Message from friends beyond boarders: They thanked 

Rev. Marewangepo who is retiring for the third time.  

 

It was a message to congratulate Rev. Marewangepo from 

Great Plains Episcopal Area, Cabinet, Chabadza Co-
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7 ordinator and The Conference of Mercy and Justice 

Coordinator Rev. Kalaba Chali and Mark Conard. 

  

They said “Rev. Marewangepo has served earnestly.    It 

is a privilege for us from Great Plains to honour him on 

this occasion”. 

 

They send  a souvenir, which reads, “Rev. Marewangepo 

retired but not tired” 

 
Rev. Dr. Zebediah Marewangepo being handed over the 

souvenir 

 

Humbly submitted by: 

 

Bishop Scot Johns and the Great Plains People.  

 
Rev. Dr. Zebediah Marewangepo showing the souvenir 

 

BISHOP NHIWATIWA AWARDING A CERTIFICATE 

TO REV. MAREWANGEPO 

 

The certificate awarded to him was written: “The 

certification of recognition of his valuable service to the 

Zimbabwe East Annual Conference of the UMC for 

11years from 2005-2015, from Resident Bishop of 

Zimbabwe EK Nhiwatiwa”. 

 

Bishop Nhiwatiwa said that when he was at Chisipiti 

Circuit during the farewell celebration of Rev. 

Marewangepo he said, “Rev. Marewangepo brought a 

face of maturity in the cabinet and the office.  Other 
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people outside ZEA had accepted his presence in the 

Bishop’s office. People had built a lot of trust, confidence 

in him and was easily be accepted”.  

 

 
The hospitality team, which worked behind the scene – 

Mrs. Caroline Gwarisa and Mrs. Chipo Misi - HED 

 

He said that Rev. Dr. Marshall Murphree when he wanted 

to be a Marriage Office of his grandchild, they had to go 

to the Registry offices to enquire about the position of his 

certificates. Rev. Marewangepo assisted him and 

everything was done in a very short space of time because 

he is well positioned.  

 

The Bishop hoped that young people have learnt 

something out of him. 

 

The Bishop said that the certificate for Rev. 

Marewangepo was the idea of Rev. Gurupira and he just 

was given to sign. He greatly appreciated his effort. He 

said, “That is the maturity, which Rev. Marewangepo has 

left in the office”. 

 

In Council’s Bishop when a bishop retires, there is what 

they call the passing of the gavel. These are words of 

advice from the retirees. 

 

MESSAGE OF REV. DR. ZEBEDIAH 

MAREWANGEPO TO HIS SUCCESSORS 

 
Rev. Dr. Zebediah Marewangepo  
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Rev. Marewangepo said that the office is a big office, 

which needs a person who keeps confidential information. 

People say a lot but do not say much.  

 

As he retires, he testified that in one of the cabinet 

meetings, he said, “I will do all what I can. If it means 

chopping off my head, let it be. I will defend this office to 

the last drop of my blood. This is so because nobody has 

called you to be UMC member”.  He said that he 

managed to do that up to his time of retiring. 

 

 
Issuing of a certificate by the Bishop 

 

TIME TO CELEBRATE 

 
Time to celebrate 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION ABOUT REV. DR. 

MARSHALL MURPHREE BY THE BISHOP 

 
Bishop E.K. Nhiwatiwa 
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The Bishop said that Rev. Dr. Murphree is the link 

between most people in the USA to Zimbabwe. There are 

portrait pictures of his father M.J. Murphree who was a 

missionary in the 1920s. M. J Murphree, during his era 

when he passes by people would tremble because of the 

effects of the Holy Spirit. For that, he was a respected 

person. 

 

The son of M.J. Murphree, Rev. Dr. Marshall Murphree 

joined the clergy family and the daughter of M.J. 

Murphree was married to Rev. Maurice Culver who 

taught the Bishop.   

 

Rev. Maurice Culver was the father of Rev. Shelly 

DeWolf. When Rev. Culver was about to die he left 

Shelly and the family in the hands of the Bishop. For that 

reason when 

Shelly is 

sick, she 

always calls 

the Bishop. 

 

 

Rev. Shelly 

DeWolf 

 

 

WELCOMING THE CONFERENCE BY REV DR. 

MARSHALL MURPHREE 

 
Rev. Dr. Marshall Murphree 

 

He said that the Lord gave the world to use. Today the 

Pastors and Preachers have been given time to come here 

hence there is no one who can fail to come.  

 

“Ehnes Memorial Church place is a holy to me”, he said. 

 

He recalls when he was very young he was assisted to 

know the word and the church by Rev. Josiah 

Chimbadzwa. “He was one of the people who nurtured 
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he recalled. 

 

He said that we are gathered here to do Gods work, to 

fellowship together and meet the presents of Christ. May 

God bless us as we celebrate in Him. 

 

AMEN 

 

It was also announced by the Bishop that Genesis Travel 

and Tours have donated mineral waters. They were 

appreciated for that.  

 

ISSUING OF CERTIFICATES OF DEDICATIONS TO 

CIRCUITS DEDICATED DURING THE YEAR IN 

ZEAC. 

 

1. Murape    Mutare 

2. Samaringa    Mutasa Nyanga 

3. Zumbare   Marange 

4. Gwindingwi   Marange  

5. Dombo   Marange 

6. Mukuni    Marange 

7. Mutambara    Chimanimani Chipinge 

 
DS. Rev. Duncan Marange receiving the certificates for 

Marange District 

 
DS. Daniel Mutidzawanda giving Pastor Aaron 

Jumburu for Samaringa Circuit 
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INFANTS BAPTISM BY REV. OPHEOUS MAVHIZA 

 

Rev. Opheos Mavhiza   

 

1. Bridget Musuruware 

2. Panashe Mukotekwa 

3. Charis Kunashe Mutanga 

4. Kudakwashe Mukarakate 

5. Mazvita Grace Chikove 

6. Hillary Tinayeshe Chikuni 

7. Dylan Tawongaishe Chikuni 

8. Ariel Nguvayashe Kufazvinei 

9. Ropafadzo Shammah Gandi 

10. Tawananyasha Brian Dozva 

11. Peace TapiwanyashaMukwindidza 

12. Epiphany Muzerengwa 

13. Milicent Ruwarashe Chikanga 

14. Tinomudaishe Nyazungu 

15. Kuzivakwashe Janet Nyabereka 

16. Naledi Matipashe Mudzedze 

17. Michael Kundai Nyamudzura 

 

 
Mazvita Grace Chikove being baptised 
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Panashe Mukotekwa 

 
A set of twins for the Chikuni family 

 

The Bishop said that children are a gift from God. As 

you look after them do not expect much because they 

belong to God. 

 
Children are a gift from God 

 

NAMES FOR CANDIDATES FOR ORDINATION BY 

REV. PATHIAS HLAHLA 

 

Rev. Pathias Hlahla said that 40years ago, Rev. Elias 

Nhamoinashe Mumbiro, Rev. Shelly DeWolf and Bishop 

Nhiwatiwa were ordained. In the same vein, five people 

are being ordained today.   

 

Today it is a day of five ordinands.  
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Rev. Pathias Hlahla 

 

1. Aaron Jumburu  

2. Charles Hlabiswana 

3. Sibongile Chikosi 

4. Simon Matende 

5. Tedious Chikosi 

 

Mr. Mafunda said that on behalf of the laity, they have 

examined the following and recommended that ordination 

should proceed. 

 

The Bishop advised them that they should not say 

Amen to other churches with different doctrine from that 

of The UMC. 

 
The Elders leading ordination 

 

He said that there is no one who has forced you to join 

The UMC therefore read and understand its doctrine for 

you to be acquainted with it. 

 

He said that he has seen other churches sprouting but 

never wished to join them. 

 

They were encouraged to read the doctrine of The UMC 

in-depth for personal enrichment and to guide others. 
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The Bishop said that he is a traditionalist. If there are 

people who are unhappy with the church, they are free to 

leave it. 

 

HYMN 102 UYAI MWEYA 

 

Stole – meant to bandage the wounds of people and these 

are the wounds of heart, which should be bandaged at the 

pulpit. Therefore, with this go and bandage them. 

  

 
Illustrating the importance of the stole 

 

It is advisable to move with your gown to console people. 

 

PRESENTATION OF BIBLES AND 

CERTIFICATES DURING ORDINATION 

PROCESS 

 
Issuing of a Bible and certificate to Sibongile Chikosi 

 

The Bishop said that Rev. Moyo who donates the Bibles 

has sent an envelope with some cash for each ordinand.  

 

Rev. Moyo said that the cash is a token of appreciation, 

which should help the ordinands to kick start the work of 

God. After a long day like this, they would need some 

refreshments hence the need for the cash. 

 

It was handed over by the Episcopacy to each of the 

ordinand. 
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Mrs. Margret Makadzange issuing the cash  

 

THE ORDINANDS 

 
Tedious Chikosi 

 

 

Aaron Jumburu 

 
Charles Hlabiswana 
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Simon Matende 

 
Sibongile Chikosi 

BIBLE READING BY DS. REV. DUNCAN 

CHARWADZA 

 

DS. Rev. Duncan Charwadza 

 

SCRIPTURES: Luke 1:26-34  

 

 

HYMN 161: MASOKO 

ERUDO 

 

PREACHER BISHOP DR. EBEN KANUKAYI 

NHIWATIWA 
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Bishop Dr. Eben Kanukayi Nhiwatiwa 

 

THEME: IVAI NERUFARO CHAIZVO (HAVE AN 

EVER LASTING JOY) 

 

Bishop Nhiwatiwa said that in the morning there was a 

happy moment. Rev. Moore Ganda asked him whether the 

blessings are still available. He said the blessings are still 

and invited him to give a prayer.  

 

PRAYER BY REV. MOORE GANDA   

 
Rev. Moore Ganda 

The Bishop said that, annual Dr. and Mrs. Maria 

Humbane (Mozambique Missionaries) sends a card to the 

Bishop for Christmas during each conference. In the card, 

they write a message of love.   

 

Today’s message reads, “Whatever makes you happy 

enjoy this Christmas Day, with friends and loved ones 

around you”  

 

The message is about love and joy.  
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The Bishop showing the card 

 

The service for ordination is centered on ordinands who 

are going to serve us Holy Communion. They are the ones 

to guide us. 

 

The word to the ordinands and everyone was of having 

extreme joy for God has given us grace so that we do 

errands of the church. It is something great in our life. 

 

The ordinands were told that they have traveled quite a 

long journey to reach where they are today hence, we 

have this special joy. 

 

THEME: IVAI NORUFARO CHAIZVO 

 

This is a period of joy as illustrated by the message 

from the card, which says whatever makes you happy, 

enjoy. He said, “A true Christian can rejoice during the 

darkness of life”. 

 
The delegates 

 

He said he read a novel, of a person who had never seen 

people happy. He visited an Island where people were 

ever happy. He saw people smiling joyfully. He never got 

an explanation on why they were smiling.  He never knew 

that there is something driving them to be happy.  

 

As he went back home he started to smile wherever he 

was. At a funeral, he continued to smile.  
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In life, you should know that there is joy and sorrowful 

time. However, this period is not time to be sorrowful but 

to rejoice. Yes, we might receive messages of illness or 

death but it is not time to be sorrowful.  

 

One can go to the hospital to visit a patient but you will 

continue to be happy. This is because: 

 

1. God has availed you an opportunity to see each 

other. 

2. An opportunity to share encouraging words, which 

can brings joy. 

3. If a person dies holding, your hand it brings 

consolation. During testimony, you can be proud to 

narrate your ordeal, hence it is said even in the face 

of death, there is joy. 

 

He narrated a story when he was in grade 2 and was not 

feeling well. He was taken to Rukweza Clinic to receive 

some treatment. When he entered the clinic, he used to 

enjoy the smell of the methylated spirit. Her mother 

picked it because sometimes he would just stand still 

enjoying the smell.  

 

When he was examined, the problem was beyond the 

capacity of the clinic and was referred to Rusape hospital. 

In Rusape, the mother was told that he needed to be 

operated. On receiving the news, he was extremely happy.  

 

While in the hospital, he was frustrated when elderly 

people sent him to fetch water. He wondered whether they 

have not seeing that, he was sick. However, he would 

obediently followed the instruction. As though it was not 

enough other elderly patients would ask him to help them 

in different areas. 

 
The clergy family 

 

Sometimes in life, you may think you are seriously ill but 

the heaven would know that there is no illness.  
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When the nurses came for their routine visits, he would be 

outside the ward making cars from pieces of wire. The 

nurses would support him by giving him more wires to 

play with.  

 

However, if you come to think of it, who has been given 

wire to play with, while in hospital? 

 

After the operation he was given a day to recover and 

went back home.  When the Doctor discharged him, he 

was frustrated because he enjoyed playing and the smell 

of the methylated spirit.  The Bishop said this is how an 

immature mind can behave like.  

 
The delegates 

What does this mean? In life look for something, 

which makes you happy. When God has given you the 

opportunity, as you go for Christmas Holiday make use of 

it to rejoice. A period of happiness should be protected 

jealously. It is not time to ask issues, which embarrass or 

frustrate one another.  

 

The delegates 

 

When you have prepared a delicious dinner and someone 

reminds you of the school fees, it reduces the appetite. 

Protect your joyful moment.  

 

“Happiness surrounds us always but what destroys it is 

surrounding us as well. It only takes a word from the most 

trusted person to destroy the joy” he said.  
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“There is need to exercise tongue tight and start in the 

home. Other things are not best done during Christmas 

time. Take note, not to remind, someone from the 22 

December of hateful things. Whatever needs to be 

resolved, let it be done from the 5 January onwards, that is 

if you have failed to resolve them before the 22
nd,

” he 

said.   

 

The season is saying joy to the world. It needs people who 

accept joy. The heaven is saying joy to the world. Mary 

the mother of Jesus Christ was told not to be afraid 

because there was joy coming to welcome Christ. It 

needed people prepared in truth and spirit.  

 
The delegates 

Pastors these are the words to carry as you visit the 

congregants. Take your time to understand the situation. 

When you know each other well you can discuss issues 

without any problem.  

 
The delegates 

 

If you have made a good relationship, you can see that 

there is something wrong. For those who have studied 

psychology you can easily pick that there is something 

wrong in a person.  

 

The behavior of the children imitates what is happening in 

the home. Children may start to scold each other it all 

begins from the home. If the home is not yet moulded 
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there is no way you can manage other people’s house if 

yours is not in order. Young as you are kiss each other as 

a sign of love.  

 

Christmas has a lot of sacrifices and preparations. Prepare 

the way in the wilderness for people to move. If you 

imagine a desert, you will wonder how best you can 

prepare a way for people to walk.  

 

Dubai is a desert but people are turning it into a tourist 

resort area. It has a population of about 1.4million. They 

lead a high life. They are turning the desert into 

something green but it is not easy.  

 

Similarly, preparing a path for Christ to walk in your life. 

It is not easy and it takes time but do it. Do not enjoy a 

Christmas without sharing the word of God. Read a verse 

from the Bible. This brings family together because you 

would have included Christ in-between. Look for 

something, which makes you to rejoice. 

 

He said that the Resurrection Choir was producing quality 

music.  They were very happy as they sing in this 

conference. They were asked whether they sometimes 

sing with the family. He said that singing with family 

members leaves a legacy, which surpasses that of money.  

 

When giving testimonies, people do not say anything 

about wealthy but spiritual growth. These are the things, 

which build a person, and other things will come as 

blessings.  

 

In the name of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit 

AMEN.  

 

HYMN 51 PAUSIKU HWE UTSVENE 

 

PRAYER BY REV. MAXWELL CHAMBARA 

 
Rev. Maxwell Chambara 
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HOLY COMMUNION  

 
Holy Communion 

 

Holy Communion 

PRAYER AND BENEDICTION BY THE BISHOP  

 

The Bishop. 

Reported By Kudzai Chingwe from OLD MUTARE 

MISSION - Mutare.  

 
Ms. Kudzai Chingwe  THE END 

 


